INTRODUCTION
The Munsell Color Science Laboratory has been actively engaged in color-science research since its inception in 1983. One aspect of this research has been the evaluation of visual color differences towards the goal of improved specification of instrumental tolerances for industrial color control. This research has included the development of a colortolerance † dataset for use in the testing and development of color-difference equations and the development of methodology for collecting and evaluating color-difference data. [1] [2] [3] [4] In 1995, the Munsell Industrial Color Difference Evaluation Consortium was established to improve specifically the effectiveness of automated industrial-color difference evaluation.
In recent years, equations such as CIE94 5 and CMC 6 have been adopted for use in industry. These equations differ from their predecessors (CIELAB, ANLAB, and HunterLab) in that they derive tolerance ellipsoids based on the rotated lightness, chroma, and hue coordinates as opposed to the rectangular coordinates of CIELAB space. 7 Both these equations have parameters to weight the relative importance of lightness, chroma, and hue in the total color difference as functions of the position of the colors in color space. Additional weights can be adjusted to compensate for parametric changes in the samples and viewing environment based on empirical experience. One specific difference between the CIE94 and CMC equations is the S L term used to modify the contribution of lightness to the total color difference. In the CMC equation the contribution of lightness changes as a hyperbolic function of L* so that as L* increases, the contribution of lightness to the total color difference decreases. This term is set to unity in the CIE94 equation so that the contribution of lightness to the total color difference is constant at all lightness levels. Berns 8 argued that the use of the S L term in the CMC equation may be a result of parametric differences between the datasets used to derive the equations. That is, the lightness dependency seen in the CMC equation may be due to the textile samples used in the experiments on which the CMC equation was based. 9 Berns found that eliminating this function improved the fit of the CMC equation to the RIT-Dupont data, which were based on smooth, glossy painted aluminum panels. It should be noted that texture was but one of many experimental factors that differed between the sets of data upon which the equations were derived.
The purpose of this experiment is to measure suprathreshold lightness tolerances using uniform and textured stimuli. In addition to adding to the database for use in developing and refining instrumental color tolerance equations, we explore whether the differences in lightness dependency between CIE94 and CMC is a result of parametric differences in the textures of the samples used to measure the color tolerances. In these experiments, the color samples were presented on a computer-controlled CRT display. Based on our previous experiments, 4 we found that this method is feasible and produces results that are comparable with object-color results. In addition, the use of the CRT decreases uncertainty and provides greater economy in time and cost for preparing stimuli. With the use of the CRT we can simulate texture and produce stimuli of the desired color difference quickly and easily.
EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental procedure consisted of a pass-fail psychophysical technique in which observers compared test pairs with an anchor pair. The observers' task was to indicate whether the anchor pair or the test pair had the greater overall color difference. Forty-four color normal observers, ranging from 18 -45 years of age, took part in the experiment. The observers had varying degrees of experience making this type of judgment ranging from complete novice to well-practiced expert.
All stimuli were presented on a Sony Trinitron Multiscan 15sf monitor, which was modified by the manufacturer to increase its peak luminance. The monitor was controlled by a Macintosh PowerPC. The software used to set up and run the experiments was written in MATLAB 10 using the extensions provided by the high-level Psychophysics Toolbox 11 and low-level VideoToolbox. 12 A Radius ThunderPower 30/1920 video card was used in conjunction with the software to enable 10-bit resolution per channel.
The monitor was calibrated and characterized using the Gain, Offset, and Gamma method with an additive term for ambient flare and interreflections as described in Refs. 13-15. As described in Montag and Berns, 4 the analytic CRT model was used to generate digital RGB values for the target colors to be used in the experiment. However, the actual colorimetric values of the stimuli presented on the screen were measured and these measured values were used in the data analysis.
Generating the Stimuli
Suprathreshold lightness tolerances were measured around neutral color centers centered at CIELAB L* ϭ 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100. These tolerances were measured for simulated full-textured samples, uniform samples, and samples with a simulated texture intermediate between the two.
Simulating Texture A number of samples of sewing thread that were wound on cards, similar to the samples used to derive the CMC equation, were provided to us by M. Ronnier Luo. These samples were imaged using an IBM Pro/3000 Digital Camera System. Each sample was scanned at high resolution (3000 ϫ 4000 pixels) through three filters (RGB) to produce an image. The images were cropped leaving a central homogeneous textured region (500 ϫ 500 pixels) eliminating the image of the card on which the thread was wound and the edges where the thread wraps around to the back. This area measured approximately 5 ϫ 5 cm on the samples. These images were then scaled to a size of 200 ϫ 200 pixels, which was the size of the images used in the experiment. The goal was to produce images that had an appearance that was characteristic of the appearance of the actual samples. Sample images are shown in Fig. 1 . (The names assigned to the images are based on labels attached to the back of samples; they are not indicative of the actual or desired color appearance of the samples or their images.)
The software used to control the video board limited the number of simultaneously displayed colors to 256. Therefore, the number of colors in the images was reduced to 120 or fewer to allow the simultaneous display of two textured images (plus anchor pair colors, black, white, and the background). The number of colors was reduced using a minimum variance quantization routine in MATLAB, which in some cases led to a much smaller number of colors in the image (e.g., the "Red" image contained only 51 colors).
The four images shown in Fig. 1 were chosen as templates to create the neutral textured samples used in the experiment. They were chosen due to their quality and their range of lightness from the samples provided. The digital images displayed on the CRT were considered the original images, and the digital RGB values were converted into CIELAB L*, C* ab , and h ab values based on the monitor colorimetric characterization.
The image histograms for the four template images are shown in Fig. 2 . The L*, C* ab , and h ab histograms are shown in panels (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The "red" image, which had a mean L* value of 11.5, was used as the template for stimuli around the L* ϭ 10 color center. (A darker sample of black thread did not image well with our digital camera setup.) The "brown" image, which had a mean L* value of 23.9, was used as a template for the stimuli centered on L* ϭ 20 and 40. The "green" image, which had a mean L* value of 58.9, was the template stimuli centered around L* ϭ 60. The "barley" image, which had a mean L* value of 71.9, was the template for samples centered around L* ϭ 80 and 90. This was the lightest thread sample in the set. Each template image was processed using the following procedure: 16 1. A 3-by-n matrix, D, where n is the number of colors in the image, is produced by subtracting the mean L*, C* ab , and h ab values from the 3-by-n matrix, x, which is the list of L*, C* ab , and h ab values of the colors in the template image. 2. The covariance matrix C is calculated by C ϭ DD t , where D t is the transpose of D. 3. Using singular-value decomposition (SVD) calculate U, the orthonormal matrix, and the diagonal matrix S 2 . The SVD algorithm decomposes the covariance matrix into the product of three components, C ϭ US 2 U t . 4. The matrix M ϭ S -1 U t is computed, where S is the diagonal matrix containing the square-root of the elements in S. 5. Next calculate B ϭ MD. M is a 3-by-3, which when multiplied by D produces a decorrelated color space, B, with three independent dimensions. The mean C* ab and h ab values were set equal to zero, creating neutral samples with the same texture as the templates. In this case, the transformation with matrix M is unnecessary, but was done so that all the samples were created in a consistent manner. 7. To create uniform samples with no texture, matrix B was set to all zeros and the appropriate means were added after the inverse transform with M -1 was calculated. 8. Intermediate textures were created by multiplying B by 0.5. After the inverse transform the desired means are added to create the target samples with x new values.
After the target samples were generated, the mean L*, C* ab , and h ab values for each sample image were calculated. In many instances, there was a small drift in C* ab away from zero. The magnitude of this drift was determined and the samples were recreated to correct for it. Figure 3 shows examples of full-texture, half-texture, and no-texture images constructed for the experiment.
For each color center (L* ϭ 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 90), 101 samples were generated varying L* in Ϯ 5 units in steps of 0.1. This was done for each texture type (full texture, half-texture, and no texture). In this way 1818 images were generated.
On three successive evenings all the images, the background, white, and anchor pair colors were measured using an LMT C-1200 colorimeter, which was interfaced to the computer for automated measurement. The images were tiled and cropped to fill the area of the detector head. The spectral radiance of the three monitor phosphors were measured at each channel's peak output. These spectra were used to convert the CIE 1931 2°readings from the colorimeter to CIE 1964 10°values. The average of three readings were used for sample selection.
For each color center and texture the ⌬L*, ⌬C* ab , and ⌬H* ab values for every possible pair were calculated. From this list sample pairs were selected so that the ⌬L* values spanned an appropriate range centered on the color center and ⌬C* ab and ⌬H* ab were minimized. The 10-bit per channel resolution allowed for the selection of samples so that the contribution of L* to the total color difference was at least 97.76%.
A pilot experiment was run on five observers in order to adjust the range of ⌬L* for the experiment. Ten sample pairs were chosen for presentation for each color center and texture type. Therefore, there were 180 trials (10 trials ϫ 3 textures ϫ 6 color centers) per observer. Observers completed the experiment in about one-half hour. During the course of the experiment it became apparent that for many observers, the tolerance thresholds for the textured stimuli were larger than those in the pilot experiment. For these series, additional sample pairs were added to extend the upper end of the range and sample pairs were removed from the lower end. Because of this, not all the sample pairs in a particular analysis have the same number of total presentations. This change occurred after 20 observers had participated, so that in some cases a tolerance threshold is based on 20 judgments at the low end, 44 judgments in the middle, and 24 judgments at the high end. This did not lead to any problems in the analysis.
Stimulus Presentation
Because the textures are identical for all the samples for each color center, the program that displayed the stimuli made a copy of each image that was upside-down and reversed. Upon presenting a stimulus pair, one image was in the original orientation and one image was the inverted copy. The position of these was altered at random. In this way, observers were prevented from comparing identical features in the texture and could make their judgments on the overall color difference. Figure 4 is a picture of the experimental display. The anchor pair and stimuli patches were 6.5 cm on a side subtending an angle of 6.2°at a viewing distance of 60 cm. A one-pixel-wide black border surrounded each sample patch. Observers free-viewed the samples at a normal viewing distance for a CRT display. A 1-cm-wide white border (close to D65) surrounded the display defining the reference white. The anchor pair, consisting of two uniform patches with no texture, had a ⌬E* ab ϭ 1.0 divided in L*, a*, and b*. The colorimetric values of the display are shown in Table I .
The experiments were performed in a darkened room. Observers adapted for 2 min to the background and border display before beginning the session. The anchor pair was always presented on the left side of the display; however, the top and bottom positions of the anchor pair were randomized for each trial. All the trials for the six color centers and three textures were intermixed and presented in a unique random order for each observer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data were analyzed using probit analysis, 17,18 a univariate statistical method that locates a median threshold from binary choice (in this case, greater or less-than) visual data. An overall fit of the data is assessed by a chi-square test and a heterogeneity factor is applied if the probability of chisquare was less than 0.1. The heterogeneity factor was applied for the no-texture analyses for color centers located near L* ϭ 10, 20, and 30. The T50 (50% tolerance level) and fiducial limits were calculated for each color center. The results are presented in Fig. 5 and Table II . The abscissa is the average L* values of the test samples used in each series. The ordinate is the value of the threshold tolerance. The 95% fiducial limits are plotted for each point. The arrow on the abscissa indicates the lightness of the background (L* ϭ 51.0) used in the experiment.
Lightness dependency is evident for all three textures. For the uniform samples, the lightness tolerances remain fairly constant up to L* ϭ 60 and then increase fairly rapidly from a value near 3 ⌬L* to nearly 6 ⌬L* units. There is no clear evidence of a crispening effect 19 for the uniform samples. Crispening is the term used to describe the phenomenon in which the perceived magnitude of a color difference is increased when the color of the two stimuli being compared are similar to the background. This would result in a dip around L* ϭ 50. It is possible that such an effect exists for the uniform samples but is not evident in this plot, because the tolerance for samples centered near L*ϭ 50 was not measured.
For the full-texture samples, the tolerance threshold can be characterized as increasing throughout the range except for a dip at the L* ϭ 40 color center. This dip may be a result of crispening. If such an effect is present, it is much larger in the textured stimuli as compared to the uniform samples, as plotted in Fig. 5 . In addition, it would seem to be asymmetrical as plotted as a function of L*, since the threshold at L* ϭ 40 is much lower than the one at L* ϭ 60.
The results for the half-texture samples show the same trends as those of the full-texture samples, except the magnitude of tolerances is about one L* unit smaller. Due to the large fiducial limit for the textured stimuli at the higher lightness levels, it is difficult to judge whether the increase in tolerance is continuous or whether it begins to level off at the higher lightness levels. The large uncertainty in these tolerances may be due to the range of samples used in the experiment. It is possible that a larger range of color-difference pairs may have produced results with more precision. Figure 6 shows the results of the probit analysis for determining the threshold for the full-texture samples at L* ϭ 80, where the fiducial limits are the largest. Analyzing the first 20 observers gave a determination of threshold at a ⌬L* value of 7.05 when the range of test pairs extended from a ⌬L* of 4.7-7.5 [ Fig. 6(a) ]. For the second set of observers, the range extended from 5.6 -8.4 ⌬L* [ Fig. 6(b) ], with a T50 determined to be at 8.74. Combining the data from the two groups yields a threshold value of 9.26 [ Fig. 6(c) ]. The complete test ranges for each texture and color center are presented in Table II .
Shifting the test range caused the resulting threshold to shift. This range effect is a common artifact in the methodof-constant-stimuli. The usual range effect causes the threshold to be located near the middle of the tested range. In these experiments, for the textured-stimuli, shifting the tested range to larger ⌬L* values caused an even larger shift of the threshold values to higher values. It is clear from Fig.  6 and Table II that, in certain cases, the T50 values are estimated by extrapolation in the probit analysis. However, the results from the probit analysis indicate that in these cases the Chi-Square goodness-of-fit tests of the probit model are all insignificant. The increased fiducial limits are, therefore, indicative of any uncertainty in T50 estimation. Figure 7 is a plot of the lightness dependency functions from three color tolerance equations, CMC, the Leeds Color Difference equation (LCD), 20 and the BFD equation. 21 (CIELAB and CIE94 do not have lightness dependencies and would, therefore, plot as straight horizontal lines with a value of one.) All three of these functions under-predict the magnitude of color difference found in this experiment. In this experiment, the range of T50 values varies from 3 to over 9 units of ⌬L*. This may be due to the fact that the lightness of the anchor pair colors are close to the background lightness. The crispening effect may enhance the color difference in the anchor pair. More data are needed to explain this difference.
The LCD function is based on analysis of the RITDupont data set, 2 the Luo and Rigg 22 dataset and a dataset collected by Kim. 20 The data in the Kim dataset were collected using uniform painted samples. The LCD S L function is set to unity at L* Ͻ 50 and increases to a value of 2 at L* ϭ 100. It is similar to the data from the no-texture samples, which demonstrates greater lightness dependency as L* increases and is relatively flat at L* Ͻ 50. The BFD lightness dependency is due to a different scaling of lightness, which is not based on L* but on a logarithmic function of luminance. There is no specific S L term in BFD that weights ⌬L as a function of increasing lightness.
If the tolerance thresholds are considered as suprathreshold increments (or decrements) between the two test stimuli equivalent to the magnitude of the difference between the anchor pair samples, we can replot the data as threshold vs. intensity (TVI) curves (see, for example, Ref. background compared to the data in Fig. 5 . The dotted lines show the best fitted line to each curve using linear regression. These fitted lines have slopes that are less than one demonstrating sub-Weber Law performance, which may be expected since these data are not true thresholds. These slopes are 0.75, 0.78, and 0.76 for the full-, half-, and no-texture samples, respectively.
Plotting the data in this way indicates that CIELAB space may not be the optimal space for the modeling of color tolerances. For differences on the order of 1 ⌬E* ab , perceptual spacing may be better represented in a logarithmically scaled space as opposed to a space based on power functions such as CIELAB. It is possible that representing these differences in CIELAB may exaggerate small differences at higher L* values and disguise important features. More data are needed to resolve this issue.
To complete this analysis, a family of straight lines, with slopes equal to the mean of the slopes of the three fitted lines in Fig. 8 , was computed spanning the range from no texture to full texture by changing the y-intercept. The values of the points on these lines were then converted into L* values. The ⌬L* vs. L* plots of these values are shown in Fig. 9 . Overlaid on this plot are the tolerance thresholds (repeated from Fig. 5) .
The lines based on the straight line fits to the data plotted as TVI curves do not fit the experimental data well. However, based on the analysis in Fig. 8 , it may be worthwhile to consider these curves as good first approximations for estimating lightness dependency and the effect of texture on lightness dependency without the influence of crispening. These curves are well fit by quadratic functions. Only the CMC equation has a compressive nonlinearity (see Fig. 7 ) that is characteristic of these curves. None of three lightness dependency functions, shown in Fig. 7 , is a good fit to these curves.
The effect of texture is to increase the tolerance thresholds above that of the uniform fields. This may be due to a masking of the mean lightness differences due to the additional spatial frequency components. The full-texture stimuli produce a larger masking effect because of the greater magnitude of contrast above the mean level. The effect of masking is dependent on both the spatial frequency constituents of the texture and the magnitude of these components. 24 It is likely that different types of textures influence tolerance thresholds differentially. Textures with components that are tuned closely to the spatial frequencies of high visual sensitivity may reduce thresholds compared to uniform stimuli. In order to predict the effect of texture on tolerance, different types of textures need to be examined.
These experiments examined only the effect of texture to lightness tolerance. In the standard equations (CIE94 and CMC), the effect of texture has been implemented by increasing the contribution of lightness to the overall color difference metric by increasing the l:c ratio. 7 The l:c ratio also has been proposed as a way to control for changes in the magnitude of tolerance judgments and as a way to adjust for the scaling of judgments of acceptability rather than perceptibility. 7 
CONCLUSIONS
This experiment supports the findings of previous investigators that there is a lightness dependency in suprathreshold lightness tolerance. 6, 9, 20, 22, 25 In general, tolerances increase with increasing L* value. Texture also influences lightness tolerances. By simulating a texture of wound thread on a CRT, it was shown that texture increases the tolerance thresholds. The data, plotted in CIELAB values, indicate that the form of the lightness dependency may be different in uniform and textured patterns.
When the data are plotted as a TVI plot, there is more regularity, which may indicate that modeling lightness differences on the order of 1 L* unit may be better achieved if lightness is scaled differently. Small differences may be better represented in a logarithmically scaled space while perceptual scales, such as those used in uniform color spaces and color appearance spaces, may be better represented in spaces based on power functions.
The data show an influence of crispening. This effect of the background on the tolerance measurements has been said to have little influence, 21, 25 but has been noticed in the RIT-Dupont dataset. 26 The size of this effect may depend on the experimental methods used in the particular experiment. More experimentation using different backgrounds is needed in order to measure the parametric influence of crispening on color difference thresholds.
In any event, crispening should be taken into account in the development of industrial tolerance equations in the future. Based on this experiment we can conclude that the absence of a lightness dependency term in CIE94 is a deficiency that should be addressed in future work towards a CIE standard. The CIE recognized, when putting CIE94 forward as an interim recommendation, that these effects, among many others, need more study before a standard is defined. 5 This experiment explored only the effect of texture on lightness judgments. The effect of texture on hue and chroma and possible interactions is the focus of current research. The textures simulated in this experiment were neutral with variation only in lightness. Experiments are underway to see how this lightness variation in texture affects tolerances in other directions in color space. More research is needed to investigate how textures with variation in the hue and chroma components influence tolerance thresholds.
The use of the CRT has allowed us to simulate textures. More sophisticated modeling of texture will allow better texture simulation on a CRT. These methods will allow for the rapid investigation of the effects of texture on industrial color tolerance. This research will lead to better equations for use in industrial color tolerancing. Also, as an extension to Berns, 7 it may be possible to optimize existing tolerance equations for particular commercial use based on pass-fail visual decisions and colorimetric data using texture simulation.
